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The earliest known information on butterflies from South Australia below comes from Elsie Ahrens of Leabrook who has kindly
translated the information for us.
Reference: Behr, Hans Hermann. 1845. In Correspondenz. Brief aus
Bethanien in Sud-Australien. Stettin. ent. Ztg 6: 210-211.
(ENTOMOLOGICAL NEWSPAPER published by the Entomological Society
at Stettun Sixth Annual. Stettin 1845)
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CORRESPONDENCE
A letter from my friend Dr Behr, who since last autumn has stayed in South
Australia principally for the sake of natural scientific goals. It contains the
following report, which outlines his lepidopterous progress up to that point.
(Letter from) Bethany1, 17 November 1844.
My entomological observations until now are restricted to a little. In regard to
butterflies, in spite of the winter lasting until a few weeks ago, partly through
my own, partly through the entomological observations of my friend Mr. Wilson, I have now come to the following conclusion; that the poorest country in
Europe, with the exception of the Polar areas offers a greater variety of Papilioniden.
On going through the main classes, I did not expect to find here Argynnen2
and Melitaeen2 and am satisfied to have found no trace, but the genera
Euploea3, Danais3 and Acraea4 could well have some representatives.
Vanessa is found here in a form similar to cardui5, but as I presume, another
variety is rather rare, reminiscent of atalanta6 and a third like an East-Indian7,
whose name escapes me.

VISIT TIM’S
GAZEBO
23rd March, 2003
2.00pm
19 Clifford Street,
DOVAR GARDENS
RSVP to Jan Forrest
82978230 by 22nd March.

Nymphalis8, Limenitis8 and Apatura8 are lacking completely. Hipparchia9 however numbers three species, which
stand partly in the middle10 between Egeria9 and Megaera9, the third11 though seems of rather strange appearance,
East-Indian or African. Wilson had until now found only two kinds and I am curious as to whether the third discovered by me is identical with one recently found by him.
At the most numerous and best the genus Lycaera12 has taken over, for which the predominant family of legumes
may be responsible. One kind13 is similar to our Argiolus, a second14 is depicted by Boisduval, and the other
three15 more or less similar to South European Baeticus16.
Genus Papilio contains one kind17 that seems to me identical either with the Javanese Demoleus or the related
kind from Cap. It is very rare and perhaps was imported by man with citrus varieties. So far neither Wilson nor I
have been able to find varieties corresponding to our Apollo18 and Apollinus18.
Two very interesting Pontien19, which are reminiscent of Daplidice and at the same time of East-Indian kinds, are
found here, and with Wilson I have seen two kinds20 which call to mind the tropical Elatea. Coliaden21 I have so
far not been able to find, but Hesperien22 has two23 kinds, which are similar to the European Comma.
A very odd insect flies in the pine forest that seems to belong to the Agarista24 or Castnia24, its feelers indisputably like a butterfly, while the carriage of the wings and the whole behaviour, the colouring and markings are
CONTINUED page 4
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BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION SA INC.
ANNUAL REPORT
Membership has been static for the year at around 100 members. Committee meetings have continued
throughout the year on a monthly basis. It was with regret that Chairperson Beth Keane declined another
year of committee leadership so as to have her twin daughters in November of 2001. Congratulations
were extended for her successful delivery, and to her husband David. The new chairperson Roger Grund
agreed to take over on a temporary basis. The finances of the society are presently healthy, but the newsletters have become more expensive to produce, but hopefully the membership fees will continue to cover
this cost.
The committee continues to work towards producing a series of information sheets for the butterflies to
be found along the Mt Lofty Range and in suburban Adelaide. They are also working on producing a
field guide identification sheet for South Australian butterflies. Other information sheets in the pipeline
are for urban garden butterflies, and mistletoe butterflies.
The survey of butterflies in the Scott Creek Conservation Park, funded by the Wildlife Conservation
Fund, was completed during the year. A final report was submitted in early 2002. Another butterfly survey has been funded by Nature Foundation SA Inc, to be undertaken by BCSA over two years in the restricted Mt Bold Reservoir area. This survey will start in the spring of 2002. A further application for
funds to support a planting project of Adriana klotzschii, the caterpillar foodplant for the Bitterbush Blue,
along the coastal areas between Outer Harbor and Rapid Bay was submitted to Coast Care. This was approved but unfortunately the funding was delayed, as BCSA was required to have Public Liability insurance to receive the funding. Due to the September 11 terrorist activity, the cost of such insurance became
prohibitive to the society, but eventually BCSA was able to receive cover through Friends of Parks Inc.
However, by the time insurance cover was obtained the funding was withdrawn. BCSA has applied for
new funding though the Natural Heritage Trust to complete this project and to also fund a planting project
of the tall saw-sedge caterpillar foodplants for the threatened Hesperilla skippers in areas near Adelaide.
Early in the year, members of BCSA were happy to provide support and information for Nature Foundation SA Inc and Advertiser Newspaper's call for the funding of studies on threatened South Australian
butterflies via a post-graduate research scholarship program at Flinders University.
The committee has proposed a number of field days, and member support is encouraged. Various committee members continue to provide community support with lectures on SA butterflies in schools and to
other community groups, and to provide advisory displays at the occasional environmental function.
It is with sincere regret that Lindsay Hunt, committee member, butterfly photographer and lecturer has
become debilitated with motor-neuron disease. We hope that cell-stem research comes quickly enough to
help with his disease.
BCSA expresses it thanks to the Urrbrae Wetlands Resource Centre for providing its resources for our
monthly meetings. We would also like to thank committee member Jan Forrest for her dedication to the
group and for producing the high standard of our newsletter, and finally thanks to our other committee
members for keeping BCSA in an active mode and for their fundraising efforts.
Roger Grund
Chairman
9 September 2002
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EXCURSION TO GLENSHERA SWAMP CP
On Saturday 26 October, 8 members of Butterfly Conservation SA met at Mount Compass for an
excursion to the recently acquired Glenshera Swamp Conservation Park. This new conservation
park is one of the most important remaining wetlands in the Fleurieu Peninsula region.
Marcus Pickett led the excursion and revealed an extensive knowledge regarding wetland
conservation and of the many species which inhabit these areas. Initially the group visited several
degraded wetland remnants on roadsides near Mount Compass—where at least two species of
Hesperilla sedge-skippers occurred until the mid-1980s—and discussed threats and management of
such sites. The group then moved on to Glenshera Swamp and searched for evidence of the three
possible occurring Hesperilla sedge-skippers—H. donnysa, H. idothea and H. chrysotricha. The
host food-plants, Gahnia sieberiana and G. trifida, are an important vegetation component of the
wetlands. A number of larvae and pupae of the widespread and locally common Hesperilla
donnysa were found, and Roger Grund found one larva of the locally threatened H. chrysotricha.
No butterflies were observed in flight, only some day flying moths.
Everyone enjoyed the opportunity to enter the swamp environment with guidance and also to view
the rare and endangered plant species, many of which were in flower. Lunch was enjoyed and well
earned after a long and boggy excursion.
It was generally agreed that organised plantings of Gahnia species in suitable habitat could be of
great assistance to the survival and possible reintroduction of the Hesperilla sedge-skippers in the
region.
Brenton Head

Top left: Glenshera Swamp
Top right: the group led by Marcus Pickett
Far left: Marcus explains the vegetation
Left: Roger Grund and Marcus Pickett
Above: Roger and Marcus look for evidence of
butterfly larvae on Gahnia sp.
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similar to our N. parthenius25. Of the natural history
and first stage of this strange mixture of butterfly and
moth I have so far not been able to discover.

BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION
SOUTH AUSTRALIA INC.

You see that the land is not especially rich in
butterflies and that it contains no genuinely tropical
forms. The fauna is very similar to that found in
southern Europe. The moths are far more numerous
and in particular the community of micro-lepidoptera
appears to me to yield nothing to Europe in the wealth
of variety. Single tropical forms emerge here, namely
a monstrous Hepiolus26 and a very beautiful Erebus27.

9 September 2002

TREASURER’S REPORT

Previous Balance $5,047.37
Operating funds:
Previous Balance non-grant funds from 12/8/02 $2,584.37

I will not tire you further with the relation of kinds.

Credit

Debit

Income:
The following information relating to the superscripts
within the text of the above letter are modern
interpretations of the butterflies, to which Dr Behr
was referring. Roger Grund has prepared this
information. Dr Behr did not give descriptions or
illustrations of the local butterflies he was referring to.
However, in some cases it is possible to identify the
butterflies he mentioned, but in the case of the
Lycaenids and skippers the interpretation is only
guesswork.
In the earliest days of taxonomy, all butterflies were
taxonomically included under the genus Papilio.
Sometime later with a better understanding of the
different types of butterflies, the major groups of
butterflies during the period of the above letter, were
called Hesperia or Telesto for the skippers, Papilio
still for the swallowtails, Pieris or Pontia for white
butterflies, Colias or Terias for yellow butterflies, the
brushfoot butterflies went under numerous names
depending on the group but the brown satyrs were
usually described as Hipparchia, Lasiommata or
Satyrus, while the blue butterflies were called Cupido,
Lycaena or Polyommatus. With an even better
understanding of the butterflies during the late 1800's,
the various modern taxonomic names have been
derived.
Mr Wilson's butterfly specimens were donated to the
South Australian Museum after it was inaugurated in
1856. Unfortunately, his collection did not survive
the initial curation efforts. (The earliest butterfly
specimens at SAM date from the 1880's.)
1. Bethany is 2.5 km southeast of Tanunda in the
Barossa Valley.
2. These are the fritillary types of butterflies in the
northern hemisphere, which are not present in South
Australia.

Membership fees:
Interest
:
Donations:
Sales
Expenses:
Bank & Govt. charges
Postage/Stationary
Posters

$ 80.00
nil
nil
nil

Sub Totals

_______
$ 80.00

Balance non-grant funds

$2,516.12

Grant Funds:
Yorke Peninsula - completed

nil
$ 148.25
nil
________
$ 148.25

Balance
Nil

Scott Creek Previous balance
Nil
Outstanding Invoice $561.60 for balance of
grant funds from Wildlife Advisory Committee.
Onkaparinga – Initial grant
$2,463.00
Field work progress payments
Nil
Balance grant funds
Balance of Funds

$2,463.00
$4,979.12

Reconciliation
CPS Credit Union Account (as at 3/9/02)
+ Cash on hand to be deposited
+ Cheques on hand to be deposited
- Cheques issued, not yet on statement

Balance of funds

$2,463.00

$4,979.12

David Keane
Treasurer
9 / 9 / 02
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WEBSITE ADDRESS: ‘Butterflies of South Australia’
(produced by Roger Grund) httm//www.chariot.net.au/`rgrund/index.htm

$5,068.37
$ 10.00
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TIM’S GAZEBO
Hi, I'm Tim Gudgeon,
At 43 and have lived in Adelaide for 30 years. I became interested in butterflies
when my father collected butterfly cards when he filled up with patrol from Shell
Service Stations. As I lived in Queensland a lot of the butterflies featured were
local.
Not until 1996 did I have the chance to satisfy my desire. I brought Queensland to
my own back garden by building a Gazebo. It is 5 metres across and 2.5 metres
high in the centre. It has 8 sides and covered in with greenhouse plastic. I have
heating which comes on at any setting (I've set it at 15 degrees Celsius) and a vent
and exhaust fan which I've set to come on around 25 degrees Celsius. I've a
humidity control system but found it wasn't working as well as I liked so I turn the
watering system on manually.
I've bred common Eggfly, Lurchers, Orange Lacewing, Brown soldiers, Cruisers,
Blue Banded Eggfly, Chequered Swallowtails, Orchard Swallowtails and Yellow Migrants.
The most satisfaction has been the Yellow Migrants. I had tried breeding them about 5 times before I had success.
I've always bought the pupae from Queensland in the summer months and they have always bashed themselves to bits
before breeding due to the higher temperatures in summer. So I decided to give them one more go in late March
which has been a huge success. I'm breeding them on Cassia surrattensis and Cassia auriculata. The old adage, "If
they'll feed they'll breed" is true, this year have had 3 generations up til August and many are in the pupae stage.
Trying to keep the food plants in good foliage is a challenge, especially as I have them at all stages of development.
After the first cycle I started getting the pale pink winter stage. I also shade clothed the sunny side which stopped
them damaging themselves.
I'm going to try the success of the Yellow Migrant with the Blue Triangle, Pale Green Triangle and Mcleay
Swallowtails which all can't handle the Gazebo in the summer.
A butterfly which I found very easy to breed is Orange Lacewing, again keeping food plant up can be a problem. I
also have some stick insects which are now about 25 cm long and green tree frogs which I've had some success in
breeding. The next thing I would like to breed is the large rhinoceros beetles.
It seems the only limitation is time and money. I advise anyone who would like to breed butterflies like I have, to go
ahead and do it, as I have had hours of fun and free meditation. If you would like any information you can give me a
ring on 0400566007 or 82982008.

VISIT TIM’S GAZEBO
23rd March, 2003
2.00pm
19 Clifford Street, DOVAR GARDENS
RSVP to Jan Forrest 82978230 by 22nd March.

MEMBERS VISIT TO ST.KILDA with PERI COLEMAN

During September members were escorted around St.Kilda plantings by
Peri Coleman who has been working with local school children to
revegetate this area with indigenous species especially larval host plants.
Thanks Peri for a most enjoyable afternoon.
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3. These are the milkweed butterflies. Dr Behr does not make reference of the easily identifiable Wanderer or
Monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus), so it is assumed it had not made its way to SA by the time of the letter.
4. The Glasswing butterfly (Acraea andromacha), which is very rarely seen in SA.
5. Refers to Vanessa kershawi (Australian Painted Lady).
6. Refers to Vanessa itea (Australian Admiral).
7. Refers to Junonia villida (Meadow Argus).
8. These are northern hemisphere brushfoot butterflies, which are not present in SA.
9. These are northern hemisphere satyrs.
10. The first two refer to Geitoneura klugii (Klug's Xenica) and Heteronympha merope (male Common Brown).
11. This refers to Heteronympha merope (female Common Brown).
12. Lycaera is probably a spelling error in the original text, and is likely meant to be Lycaena.
13. This is possibly a reference to Zizina labradus (Common Grass Blue).
14. This is possibly a reference to Candalides heathi (Rayed Blue).
15. These are possibly references to Lampides boeticus, Theclinesthes miskini and Theclinesthes serpentata, among
other possibilities.
16. Refers to Lampides boeticus.
17. Refers to Papilio demoleus (Chequered Swallowtail).
18. These are cool climate and alpine types of swallowtails, known as Apollos, that occur in the northern hemisphere.
19. Old terminology for the white group of Pierinae butterflies.
20. These probably refer to Belenois java and Delias aganippe.
21. Old terminology for the yellow group of Coliadinae butterflies.
22. Old terminology for the skippers.
23. Probably refer to Ocybadistes walkeri and Taractrocera papyria, or possibly Anisynta cynone.
24. Agarista are day flying moths to which belong the black and white, vine and mistletoe moths. Castnia is an old
group name for Synemon species (Castniids), which are also day-flying moths that have yellow or orange-red
coloured hindwings. On the basis of the specialized feelers (antennae), Dr Behr is probably referring to a Synemon
species.
25. Probably refers to Archiearis parthenias, which is a day-flying moth from Europe and Asia, which looks similar
to Synemon and some Agaristids, but has moth feelers (antennae).
26. Probably refers to the very large rain moths (Trictena argentata – the female has a wingspan up to 17 cm or the
slightly smaller Abantiades marcidus, both belonging to the family Hepialidae – Swift moths) that fly during the first
autumn rains, but it could also refer to the even larger Xyleutes liturata (Giant Wood Moth – the female has a
wingspan up to 20 cm) from the family Cossidae. The larvae are huge witchetty grubs that feed on Eucalyptus and
their roots. The empty pupa cases are often seen protruding from larva tunnels either on the ground surface or from
the lower tree trunk. The larva of X. liturata can attain 19 cm.
27. Probably refers to the large brown Dasypodia selenophora (Old Lady Moth) that has large blue 'eyes' on the
forewings and often occurs inside houses, or possibly to the similar but much rarer Donuca spectabilis.

BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION SA Inc.
Chairman: Roger Grund
Secretary and Newsletter Editor: Jan Forrest OAM C/- South Australian
Museum, North Terrace, ADELAIDE, 5000 ph 08) 82077503.
email < forrest.jan@saugov.sa.gov.au >
Treasurer : Lois Hasenohr , 13/4 Randolph Avenue, PARKSIDE. 5063

OUTREACH PROGRAM
The full exhibition and AO size panels from the Exhibition “Where have all the
Butterflies gone?” are available from Jan Forrest at the South Australian Museum
for use by Landcare and other Conservation groups at seminars, conferences and
workshops or just for display. Included are five introductory panels, and seventeen
panels from seven habitat areas: Coastal, Grasses, Mallee, Urban, Migration/
Vagrant, Eucalyptus Forrest/Woodland, Arid, Wetland and Lower South East.

DIARY DATES
MEETINGS Committee meetings are held monthly (usually the second Monday of the month) at
6.00pm in the Urrbrae Wetlands Resource Centre, Cross Roads, Urrbrae. All members are welcome to attend. If you would like further information or receive an
agenda please contact the Secretary Jan Forrest at the address above.

WEB SITE (produced by Roger Grund)
‘South Australian Butterflies’ http://www.chariot.net.au/~rgrund/index.htm

We welcome the
following new
member:
STEPHANIE PAPPS
2003 COMMITTEE
Chairman: Roger Grund
Secretary: Jan Forrest oam
Treasurer: Lois Hasenohr
Members: Marcus Pickett,
Trevor Rowe, Bob Edge,
Andrew Harris, Jill DaveyWarren, David Keane, Tim
Gudgeon, Mike Moore and
Lindsay Hunt.

